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Setting the Context

Yamaha stands as a leader in marine propeller manufacturing, setting the industry standard for excellence and innovation. Despite a meticulous manufacturing process, occasional defects or manufacturing errors may arise, leading to flaws in propellers – referred to as scrap – which result in unnecessary loss of time and financial resources.

Central Questions:
- How can we leverage the available data to understand why scrap occurs?
- Can we predict the possibility of scrap in real-time?
- Is there a seamless way to explore the available data?

Key Deliverables
- Machine Learning model capable of identifying reasons for scrap production and providing real-time predictions.
- Data Analysis platform to seamlessly explore and identify KPIs.

Data Preparation

In order to build the model, we must first ensure data integrity and conformity through exploratory data analysis and statistical techniques.
- Removal of null, duplicate and outlier values.
- Scaling of the numerical data by normalization.
- Addressing dataset imbalance through statistical synthesis of records.

Exploratory Data Analysis

Exploring the processed data is an important step towards identifying important anomalies and patterns.

Model Selection & Development

We selected tree-based models to classify whether a propeller was scrap or non-scrapped.
- Effective for imbalanced datasets (scrap vs. non-scrap data)
- Efficiently handles complex relationships between various features and classification outcomes

Model Performance

We observed an F1 score of 94% with the ExtraTrees model. This means the model correctly identified scrap propellers while minimizing the misclassification of good propellers as scrap 94% of the time. (Fig 3.) However, similar performance could not be achieved when tested with unseen data due to the lack of, and highly variable nature of, the data. However, this model lays a solid foundation for future advancements with the integration of more data and ML expertise.

Data Analysis Platform

We developed an interactive, light-weight platform for exploratory data analysis of the manufacturing data.
- Empowers Yamaha users to view important manufacturing KPIs.
- Includes dataset customization and feature interactions
- Provides visualizations of key dataset features.

Business Value Delivered

- Reduced technical scrap by about 50% compared to scrap rate in January 2023
- Identified interactions between process variables and casting defects

Future Goals

- Improve performance on unseen data through training and domain-expert backed feature transformation.
- Assist Yamaha in model implementation to produce real-time outputs on the manufacturing floor.
- Capture information like feature importance to observe trends and implement Real Time ML (RTML)